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Welcome on board
Blue Voyage Holidays - with thought, surprise and charm

The East Mediterranean and Aegean Seas are impossibly blue. So blue, that a boating trip here is named a blue voyage or blue 
cruise. There is no better way to experience a blue cruise than on a hand-built yacht made out of high-quality wood, called a 
gulet.

Cruising on one of our luxury gulets, you will experience a way of vacationing like never before. At Sailing Chef, we take the 
blue cruise experience to the next level, ensuring your every need is well served – with thought, surprise and charm.

Genuine hospitality - Magical cuisine

From the moment you step on board, you feel treated like royalty. After putting away your luggage in your private cabin, you’ll 
enjoy a welcome drink. From thereon, you indulge in the informal atmosphere with an experienced crew who provide the most 
genuine hospitality.

Our luxury gulet cruises host up to a maximum of twelve people. The captain and crew will be at your service throughout your 
journey, and your private chef prepares the most magical dishes from the freshest local ingredients. Our crew members are 
experienced free-divers and will do their utmost to catch you the freshest fish in the sea. During the April to June period, a 
fresh lobster is no exception.

Unwind - Dream - Explore

Each day of your blue voyage will be a discovery as our sailing area is known for its breathtaking surroundings and hundreds of 
cosy coves. The climate is perfect as it offers the ideal conditions for smooth sailing. The day temperature in summer is 
typically around thirty degrees celsius, so never too hot. The best sailing season is from April until the end of October when the 
sea is still warm and the temperature 25 degrees.

Join us and unwind. Sleep under the stars in the most beautiful bays, enjoy culinary magic and have fun with every kind of 
water sports imaginable. It is our privilege to help to create your Lifelong memory!



Season 2021 Pricelist

Discounts

Discount children until 12 years  25% 
Discount children aged 13-17  20% 
Discount adults additional weeks 20%



Sailing Chef offers a variety of itineraries sailing the East Mediterranean and Aegean Seas. Many variations are possible, 
depending on the length of your cruise and harbors of em-barkation and landing. Many of our guests return year after 
year and keep experiencing each Blue Voyage as their first.

We welcome you to share your preferences with the Captain and together you’ll decide on the final plan for the day 
and the week. In this brochure, you'll find a guests' favorite itinerary. It is a popular itinerary as it enables you to 
experience the Mediterranean as well as the Aegean sea and also takes you to the picturesque Greek island of Symi. 

Duration

7 Nights
8 Days

Departure Day

Every
Saturday

Datca
Harbour

Embarkation 
and Landing

From 16:00

Offboarding

After breakfast 
before 10:00 

am

Boarding time

Blue Voyage Itinerary

Datca - The best departure harbour

Although Sailing Chef offers departures from Marmaris, Bodrum and Datca, we recommend you to embark and land in 
Datca. 

Why Datca? It is ideally situated to reach the most gorgeous bays, enjoy breathtaking landscapes and 
towns while allowing our guests smooth sailing waters. The map shows that from Datca, it is easy to sail the 
South- as well as the Northside of the Datca peninsula. This means that no matter the winds, our Captain 
can provide you with the best conditions and a per-fect experience.
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You’ll board your Sailing Chef Blue Voyage, also known as a Blue Cruise, at 4 PM on the day of departure and start 
building your Lifelong Memory right here in the picturesque Datça Harbour. 

The town of Datça  is situated on the peninsula with the same name. The Datça Peninsula offers a natural boundary 
between the Aegean and the Mediterranean Sea. Once a small harbor and fishing town, and dating to the Dorian 
times, it is still one of the most beautiful and peaceful places in the region. Datça is surrounded on three sides by the 
sea. The heaven nature, the small sheltered bays or coves and the clear turquoise sea are among the valuables of 
Datça. 

You'll find about 52 beautiful coves around the peninsula. During your cruise, you will anchor along the coast-line to 
see some of them so that you can enjoy your swims and gourmet meals in the privacy of your own cove. 

The coast of the Datça peninsula is dotted with small fishing villages and farming towns, and the local tomatoes, 
almonds and olives are famous for their depth of taste.  

If you arrive early on your day of departure or chose to stay the night(s) before, we can help you with 
accommodation in our partner hotel "My Marina Select". During the day you can enjoy your time strolling 
through old Datça, along its beaches with many restaurants or shop for local products.

This evening, you'll get to know the genuine hospitality of your crew, your home for the week(s) and enjoy your first 
piece of culinary magic.
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DAY-1: DATCA

Sailing C hef



After breakfast, your captain will show you the map and share his plans. Today, we will be sailing into the Hisarönü 
Gulf. For lunch, we will dock in Orhaniye.

In Orhaniye Bay, you will see the unique scenery of a natural tidal formation called "Kız Kumu" (Girl's Sand Beach). In 
the middle of the sea, there's a walkway that almost takes you from shore to shore. The legend tells about a girl who is 
desperate to see her lover, but the sea separates them. She fills her skirt with sand and starts moving ahead in the sea 
by filling the sea with her sand. The walkway was created, but the legend ends in tragedy as the girl drowned when 
she ran out of sand. Just at the beginning point of the shallow water area, there is a sculpture of this girl. On a tiny 
island located in the bay, you can see the wrecks of an antique castle, a sign of an ancient city. 

Today, our final destination will be Selimiye for unwinding, dinner and the overnight stay overlooking the cosy harbor. 

The history of Selimiye lies back to hundreds of years ago. The ancient name of Selimiye was Hydas. Then, it started to 
be called as Losta. Also, another name of the village was "Kızılköy". Kızıl means red in Turkish, and the name reflects 
the breathtaking colors of the sunset.

DAY 2: ORHANIYE - SELIMIYE
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Today we are sailing to Bozburun where we find the sea border between Turkey and Greece.  Bozburun is 
world-famous for its traditional type of boat, the 'gulet', which has its origin around here. You can see how 
they make or maintain the vessels here. 

Datça-Bozburun was declared a Special Environmental Protection Area (SEPA). It con-sists of two peninsulas 
Reşadiye (Datça Peninsula) and the Bozburun Peninsula and is the largest SEPA of the Mediterranean.  It is 
considered to be one of the cleanest areas of the Mediterranean. In addition to its rich biodiversity, its 
archaeological richness makes it one of the most important conservation areas within the borders of Turkey.

You will enjoy lovely views of Bozburun and the little islets before we reach the small coastal 
town where we go ashore to complete customs formalities. After completing those, we'll 
continue our journey to the picturesque Greek Symi Island.

Our next destination is the charming bay of Nanou in Symi Island where the boat will anchor for 
lunch and a water fun break. After lunch, we'll continue our journey to Symi Port, where we will 
anchor late in the afternoon. The Symi shoreline with its neo-classical houses and the peripheral 
districts offers a unique perspective. You are going to adore Symi Island for its pine and oak forests 
and exclusive bays.

This evening you can explore the picturesque town and enjoy dinner in one of the many local restaurants 
before returning to your gulet and bask in the afterglow of another memorable day.
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DAY 3: SELIMIYE - BOZBURUN - SYMI



After a breakfast that never gets repetitive, we’ll say goodbye to Symi and return to the Turkish side 
of the Mediterranean. 

We will then cruise to Palamutbuku, a small settlement located on the Datça peninsula, on the 
shore of, once again a picturesque bay. Azure sea and houses wallowing in almonds is a typical sight and 
a signature style of Palamutbuku.

On the outskirts of Palamut, the sand and pebble beaches stretch for over 2 kilometers hosting 
many restaurants and shops. You will have the time to take a walk around the village, follow the 
coastline, connect with the locals and enjoy a drink. 

Later in the afternoon, we’ll set sail to a sheltered cove nearby. This cove is excellent for snorkeling, 
so put on your mask and discover the fascinating sea life. Then have an afternoon cocktail on 
our lounge deck, before you change for dinner and indulge in yet another culinary surprise.

After the experience in Symi and sacrificing a few hours of sleep enjoying the vibrant night life, we’re 
positive you’ll enjoy a restful night in this gorgeous bay.

DAY 4: SYMI - PALAMUTBUKU
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Leaving Palamutbuku, we'll be sailing the south-side of the peninsula to the ancient site of Knidos or 
Cnidus. This is the meeting point of the Mediterranean and Aegean seas. 

Knidos pays tribute to the ruins of a once-great Greek city with views of the natural harbour below. See the 
remains of the city's original port area, which led to its rise as a significant trading hub because of its location 
perched on a hilltop above the sea. View the excavated double amphitheatre, as well as the temples of 
Dionysus, Muses, and Aphrodite. 

Situated at the end of the Datça peninsula, this Dorian city was built on terraces rising to the acropolis. 
Straddling the peninsula, it had a harbour on either side and flourished during the Archaic, Classical, 
Hellenistic and Roman periods. The site was excavated in 1857 by C. T. Newton and from 1967 by Iris Love.

Famous as a centre of art and culture in the fourth century BC, Knidos was established at the same time that 
Halicarnassus was, as one of the six Dorian colonies in Asia Minor. It seems to have kept a purer Greek 
character, no doubt because it set its sights seaward and had little contact with the interior. It shows 
how interwoven the Turkish and Greek cultures are in the South-West.

The remains of a circular temple dedicated to the goddess of love Aphrodite overlook remains of 
the two harbours: the arcaded way was built of white marble heart-shaped columns. The legendary 
Aphrodite of Praxiteles statue, reputedly one of the most beauti-ful sculptures of the antiquity, once 
graced this temple. The city was renowned as one of the most beautiful in ancient Greece. You'll have 
time to visit the ancient city and the open-air museum and be welcomed back for a nice lunch on board. 

After lunch, we'll cruise to the idyllic Kargi Koyu or Crow Bay. Here you can enjoy time with your family and 
friends, discover the area by snorkeling or be sporty by discovering the are by canoe. 

DAY 5: PALAMUTBUKU - KNIDOS - KARGI KOYU
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Today, you'll wake up to the sunrise in Kargi Koyu. A swim before breakfast has now become a 
pleasant habit, followed by enjoying the breathtaking views over a cup of tea or coffee. 

After breakfast, we'll set sail to the Aegean side of the Datça Peninsula. 

There is a large bay that comes after Murdala towards the east, and there is a small bay right next to it 
(northeaster bay). We anchor in both bays today for lunch and our final night at sea before returning to 
Datça harbour tomorrow.

The Mersincik Bay is surrounded by lovely forests which add colour to the setting of clear blue waters and 
yellow sandy seabed. It is an inviting place with the many olive trees covering the slopes. It is one of the 
untouched places that also interests hikers. Mersincik bay is difficult to reach via land, which makes the 
experience even more special. 

DAY 6: KARGI KOYU - MERSINCIK
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Today, you’ll enjoy your final breakfast at sea. We’ll leave Mersincik Koyu after breakfast and return to the 
south-side of the Datça peninsula. 

Passing Knidos, we’ll anchor in a bay that is one of the best snorkeling bays out here. In this bay, you’ll 
have another signature lunch and a relaxing swim before we head back to the picturesque port of Datça.

Tonight, you’ll be able to experience the unique beach side restaurants of Datça. The long sandy 
beach is covered with dining tables and lights giving it a unique and memorable atmosphere. Take 
the time to enjoy your “feet in the sand” dining experience. 

DAY 7: MERSINCIK - DATCA



You’ll check-out and disembark after breakfast. Our crew will assist you in ensuring you have packed all, and 
your suitcases are safe and, your transport is secured. If you need further advice on how to spend the day or 
days around Datca, our crew who was born and raised on the peninsula helps to find just that one spot no 
one else can. We also highly recommend visiting the local barber or nails studio. For a very reasonable price, 
you’ll get treatment never experienced before. 

If your flight is on the same day, we can take care of your transport to the airport. If your flight is not until 
late, you are welcome to use the facilities of our partner hotel "My Marina Select" during the day. You are 
most welcome to stay overnight in this beautiful hotel. We are happy to arrange bookings for you at partner 
rates.

DAY 8: DATCA
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+31630327459

info@sailingchef.eu

www.sailingchef.eu

CONTACT US

Sailing Chef
Blue Voyages. Lifelong Memories




